Disclaimer

This website presents a short introduction of TRESU, our sales companies and agents and of our activities. We recommend that you make yourself acquainted with this disclaimer and the privacy policy before using our website. When you use this website, you accept the terms and conditions set forth in this disclaimer and also agree with privacy policy too.

Copyright
You may download content from this website for non-commercial and personal use if you respect all copyrights, trademarks and other proprietary content. You are not allowed to use, copy, publish or distribute contents of this website – neither public nor commercial - without prior written permission from TRESU.

Trademarks
The trademarks, logos and / or patents displayed on this website are TRESU property are not allowed to be used without the prior written permission from TRESU.

Communication
Any information, comment or material sent to TRESU referring to this website is treated as non-confidential and can be used freely by TRESU with no limitation or payments by TRESU and is considered our property upon receipt.

Disclaimer
TRESU takes reasonable care that the site content is accurate and up-to-date, but there are no warranties about accuracy, sequence, timeliness or completeness of the content and TRESU may discontinue the site with no prior information. The information on this website is for general use.

TRESU disclaims control over any site linking to the TRESU websites. Any information on this website is available as read, with no warranties – neither expressed nor implied. TRESU is not liable for any loss from using the website or any content from it - direct, indirect, incidental or consequential. TRESU pays no damage due to access to or reliance on any content from the TRESU website – be it loss or injury.

TRESUs disclaimer as well as the content of this website is governed by Danish law only – any dispute occurring from this disclaimer or our privacy policy will be decided by Danish courts in Denmark if it cannot be solved otherwise.
TRESU A/S is the owner and publisher of this website.